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The complete
dispensing
solution
> Peace of mind with
unrivalled security
> Lower fuel loss with
industry-leading accuracy
> Real versatility with
combination fuel dispensing
from an intergrated dispenser

Gilbarco Veeder-Root Products

Why Gilbarco Veeder-Root?

Gilbarco Veeder-Root is the largest supplier in the world representing the leading brands of solutions and
technologies that provide convenience, control and environmental integrity to retail fuelling and adjacent
markets. Gilbarco Veeder-Root is the only manufacturer that can provide all your fuel forecourt solutions.

Our experience and expertise in the fuelling industry means
we understand a forecourt’s business and consumer needs
better than anybody. Gilbarco Veeder-Root stands for quality,
innovation and seamless integration. We have an innovative
range of dispensing products and services, each designed
and manufactured to improve the up time, security and
accuracy of your forecourt.

Behind every successful forecourt

Pumps & Dispensers

Automatic Tank Gauging

Designed to be at the core of retail
forecourt solutions centering on quality
and innovation, Gilbarco Veeder-Root’s
broad portfolio of pumps and dispensers
are proven to deliver profitability for
our customers today and tomorrow.

Innovative tank monitoring and loss
detection to automate wet stock
management, environmental control
and risk management across the network
and allow centralised data management
to optimise operational profitability.

FlexPay

Retail Solutions

Secure and flexible payment solutions
to create new business at the pump.

The leading provider of solutions
and tools to support fuel retailers
in improving profits and preparing
business for tomorrow’s challenges.

Submersible Pumps

Forecourt Solutions

The most efficient way to pump fuel
on a forecourt; consistent flow rates,
no vapour lock and minimal maintenance.

Combine POS and forecourt equipment
of any make or brand for efficient
control and management of your
petrol station forecourt.

™

SK700 -II

®

We use our focus and knowledge to build the sophisticated
and reliable refuelling solutions that our clients expect
from industry leaders. That is why we are behind every
successful forecourt.

The most

complete

dispenser yet

The SK700-II is the complete dispensing solution.
Technologically advanced with state-of-the-art electronics,
the SK700-II is designed to give your forecourt the
edge with unrivalled security, industry leading accuracy,
renowned reliability and a supreme end-user experience.
Plus with the adaptability of a truly flexible solution, you
can customise the SK700-II to fit your unique requirements.

> Reliability you can depend
on with excellent build quality
> Encourage return visits with
a great end-user experience

Why SK700-II ?
®

Gilbarco Veeder-Root engineers advanced fuel retail
technology that is designed with the mastery of the best in
the business. The most comprehensive dispenser available,
the SK700-II is the culmination of the quality and expertise
that have become our trademarks.

For more information contact us at:
Gilbarco Veeder-Root Middle East & Africa
Arjaan Tower, 9th Floor
Dubai Media City, P.O Box 71569
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4465050
or visit:
Email: salesmea@gilbarco.com
www.gilbarco.com/mea

Behind every successful forecourt
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Key Features

Technical Specifications

Security matters
The SK700-II has the security you need.
Providing the peace of mind that comes
from knowing your assets are safe
against tampering and fraud.

Renowned reliability
Secure Interface Pulser (SIP)
An industry first, a tamperproof innovation; the Secure Interface Pulser incorporates secure solid metal
casing, chip identification with supporting electronics, end-to-end encryption and lift-off detection*.

Password protected electronics
Increase your control and allow users specific and relevant access. Secure entry through state-of-the-art
electronics means the SK700-II can provide four levels of access so you can easily manage who controls
what. A hardwired keypad provides the additional security of stable secure access.

Your SK700-II is an investment.
Our manufacturing techniques ensure
industry-leading quality and longevity.
Our global reach means that field support
and services are never far away when you
choose a Gilbarco Veeder-Root product.

“One Measure” electronic calibration means quick diagnosis and servicing for reduced forecourt downtime.

Flexible comprehensive dispensing
Meet all your requirements with the seamless integration and flexibility of combination fuel dispensing,
including AdBlue®, CNG, E85, Biodiesel and LPG. Integrate up to five grades in a single hydraulics cabinet
including combination units.

Attractive and solid housing

Unbeatable experience
Your customers’ experience matters. With the
definitive end-user experience of an SK700-II
dispenser, your forecourt has the advantage
over the competition.

Enhanced display
Larger characters (38mm for price, 26mm for volume) show the transaction amount clearly on our
new larger displays with blue LED backlighting for better visibility.

Longer reaching hose

Incorporate Gilbarco Veeder-Root FlexPay™ CRIND (Card Reader in Dispenser) or third party payment
options for an all-in-one integrated solution through factory fitting, retrofit or onsite upgrade.

Industry leading accuracy

SK700-II
Standard features

Features

C+ Meter fitted as standard
>	Gilbarco V + Meter available as an option

Mechanical

Multimedia ready

>	Gilbarco 10 blade vane pump

>	Housing – powder coated steel

Optional integration of a 15-inch screen allows you to display 3rd party advertisements or in-store
promotions to increase sales. Host video or an image over an internet connection or USB connection.
Add colour coded grade selection for a more intuitive user-experience.

Electronics

>	Hose management
– internal hose connection with retraction

The hose reach of over 4.2m provides easy extended functionality. 2.3m of passive reach under a
reduced pull force of 6.5kg provides your customers with ease of use.

Flexible card reading options

>	Calculator – Gilbarco® Sandpiper-II
>	Interfaces: Standard 2-wire, Australia 2-wire,
>	IFSF LON, ATCL, PumaLAN, ER3, Nuova Pignone

>	Electronic stainless steel valves

>	Nozzles – ZVA
>	Hoses – Elaflex

Technical characteristics and performance

Efficiency as standard
The V+ Meter* is our new and improved piston meter. Fitted as standard in the SK700-II, it is the lowest drift
positive displacement meter available and is designed to handle the most rugged fuels for dependable quality.

Reliable low drift
Tried and tested our optional innovative metering device, the Ecometer™, provides the lowest meter drift.
Over 130,000 installations worldwide prove the popularity and utility of the Ecometer™.

*Fitted as standard from Q4, 2011

We use high quality electronics and galvanised steel, so our reputation for proven reliability
is sure to stand the test of time, and so is your dispenser.

Simple servicing

Customise the appearance of the SK700-II to suit your forecourt with stainless steel housing hydraulics
panels, hydraulics cover and hose column, plus optional curved panels for a completely customisable finish.

More accuracy means increased profit. Our
innovative meters give you the precision you
need, reducing drift and the need for calibration.

Lasting quality

With our operations spanning the world, you can be confident about serviceability and
availability of parts, no matter where you are.

Stay on top of your security with versatile tampering notifications. Optional sensor-fitted doors trigger
automatic alarms to prevent fraud, with the ability to send text message alerts to a nominated person.

Real versatility
Modern fuel technology demands flexible
dispensing solutions. The SK700-II comes
in the widest range of single cabinet
configurations of any dispenser available
– so no matter what you want from your
dispenser, the SK700-II can deliver.

German built with state-of-the-art production facilities, our robust components give you peace of mind
that your dispenser is there for the long haul.

Global reach

Safeguarded with sensors
*Available Q2 2012

German manufacturing

The complete dispensing solution
> Peace of mind with unrivalled security
> Lower fuel loss with industry-leading accuracy
> Real versatility with combination fuel dispensing from a single integrated dispenser
> Reliability you can depend on with excellent build quality
> Encourage return with a great end-user experience

Behind every successful forecourt

Hydraulics
> Ambient temperature range: +40°C to -30°C. As low as -40°C as an option
> Meter flow rate from 80L/min up to 120L/min as an option
> Power consumption heaters: 0 - 950 Watts
> Power supply: 230V +10% -15%, 50Hz ± 2Hz, 400v 3 phase also supplied

Speak to your local Gilbarco Veeder-Root representative today to find
out how you can get the most out of your forecourt with the SK700-II.
Email: salesmea@gilbarco.com

Behind every successful forecourt

